A FREE CONCERT FOR SCHOOLS
Secondary schools Concert Michael Jakarimilena (Michael Idol)
Tue 23 August 2016 10.30 am – 1pm
at The Lakes Theatre Auditorium
Catalina Drive, Lakelands, WA 6168
http://www.thelakestheatre.com.au/

Venue and technical support kindly donated by Mandurah Baptist College

Concert 10.30am – 12.00pm
Lunch 12.00 – 1.00pm Students BYO packed lunch and casual meet and greet with Michael J
Michael Jakarimilena (also known in Indonesia as Michael Idol) gained the Indonesian
public’s attention as a finalist on the first season of Indonesian Idol. Born in Papua,
Michael’s voice very much reflects the vocal talents of this largest and easternmost
province of Indonesia. He has a voice that is distinct, with a rich and melodious tone, and
the talent to sing a range of musical genre. Michael has appeared in three films and is
regularly seen on television and in concerts around Indonesia.
Michael J will perform a free schools-only concert in Western
Australia, in which schools with Indonesian language
programs are invited to bring along their students (Years 712) to be entertained by a range of songs performed on
stage by Michael. The experience will be an Indonesian
concert immersion for the students, with the majority of
songs, including pop, rock, dangdut, reggae and hip-hop
styles, sung by Michael in soulful Indonesian.
Students will be encouraged to join in if they wish as the
lyrics of the Indonesian songs
are shown on the big screen
with a range of images to
reinforce the meaning of the language in the songs.

The concert will be followed by light lunch. Students may bring their
own or indulge in an Indonesian light lunch.
This Secondary Schools Concert Michael Jakarimilena is generously supported by the Australian
Government through the Australia-Indonesia Institute of the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Consulate General of Indonesian in Western Australia & Mandurah Baptist College, in
cooperation with WILTA.

